THE PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS
Three inches …
… a wretched height to be
The probability of transition from private to public sector:

$$p(\hat{a}, \hat{y}, \mu) = \frac{1}{2} \Pr(w, \hat{a} + x^1, \hat{y} \geq w^1)$$
Attracted by Purpose

- Intrinsic motivation
- Need for achievement
- Higher values on service to society
- Goals important

The most satisfied people are those “...who do the jobs...with everything they have of energy and enthusiasm and hard work.”

- Harry S. Truman
Transforming Regulatory Leadership?
Begins with awareness
  - Focus on team/organizational goals
    - Activate higher order needs in order to serve a purpose
Regulation as a ...

- ... market displacement
- ... protection against information failure
- ... assurance of minimum quality
You DO have the purpose, goals, and intrinsic motivation to make the difference that you do ~

Thank you!
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